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Belle Gibson is interviewed in this month's Australian Women's Weekly.

Belle Gibson admits to lying about cancer

Clair Weaver doesn't quite know what to make of Belle Gibson.

The journalist for The Australian Women's Weekly, who interviewed the young mum, has
written a behind the scenes account of their interaction in which Gibson admits to lying
about having terminal cancer.

"At first, she seems gullible, muddled and emotional," Weaver writes. "She tells stories that
are frustratingly vague, unverifiable and sometimes far-fetched.

Gibson launched a global business,
including a top-rating app and cookbook, off
the claims that she was a young mother
healing herself naturally from terminal brain
cancer. 

In March, it was revealed that Gibson had
been raising funds in the name of five
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charities, that had no record of receiving a
donation from her. Her story of survival was
soon in the media spotlight. 

Gibson spoke with Weaver for this month's
edition of The Weekly, breaking her silence
about claims that the story she used to build
her name and empire was a lie.

The 23-year-old admitted to lying, but was still evasive.

"When pressed by The Weekly, she's often unable to provide details such as names,
locations and dates," Weaver says. "Nor explain why her behaviour, even by her own telling,
often seems irrational and illogical."

For instance despite her admissions, Gibson said she genuinely thought at the time that she
was curing herself of cancer.

Assuming this is true, she could not answer why then, she did not get a brain scan and why
she devoted her time into building The Whole Pantry app when she thought she was at
death's door.

All Gibson can offer is that she was naive and didn't have a family to guide her.

"Belle appears unworldly yet claims to have left home at 12 and lived independently ever
since," Weaver writes. "As a child, she says her mother changed her name five times for
reasons she doesn't comprehend. 

"The Weekly was unable to find anyone who knew her or her family before her teenage
years to check this – and Belle herself was unwilling to assist on this."

Weaver says that because of Gibson's apparent inability to tell the truth, The Weekly
attempted to fact check as much as possible.

Despite their efforts, Gibson's story remains convoluted and murky.

One thing is sadly clear though to Weaver: "Belle is a troubled young woman."
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